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Problaa .

*Mt iatelll^ce
but 1* « eoapo.it. of

^

le na 8lngl9

^puM,

0J, f<ctor

different abiHtlea which sr.

* no MM perfectly correlated

is a

evenly

accepted idea.

*hai the extent of these
abilities varies la different

individuals ha. been fairly wall
estebliehed.
.isaifieano. of thi,

una™..

The educational

la npparont.

it ha. eaphaei.ed
tha importance of adequate
educational and vocational

futdaac. that each individual
may h. give* tha opportunity
to
develop hi. special capacity or
aptitude. This need of

directing an individual late tha
field of hi. special ability
ha. stimulated tha development
of fat. to »ea.ure aptitude..
these epeoial aptitude, for whloh
testa

hi

to been

developed i. mechanical aptitude.

There are available today several
teats vhich

waeure

thi. aptitude.

A. such, it is evident that
these

teet. must tap somewhat the

mm abillti...

So far there ha.

been submit ted but ltttl. evidence
to indicate abetter
do or not.

It la the purpose of thi. study to
.bed

they

MM li^t

upon thl. situation, so that a
better understanding
of the relationship, existing
between
Hfc.ro

to

WnM

thorn.

conflicting belief, regarding
the sxtont

of relationship exi.ting between
»echanioal ability and
Mt°r *Mlltar - »•*» 1. a question ss to what
extent wooes,
la one is predictive of success
in the other,

with this

problem in «ln4. a test of annual
dexterity will be included
la the battery of tests used,
and the degree to which ««,
dexterity is a factor for success
in the wo-ianlcal tests
will be determined.
While prewloue Investigations see*
to Indicate
that the relatloneblp between
mechanical ability and abstract

ability is relatively low. there
is still opportunity to
eubmit further evidence concerning
their egreemeat. Accordingly,
the achievement in the mechanical
tests will be oexpared
etatistically with the achievement in a
test of abstract
ability.

2.

H*thod of Starty.
«»e plan for carrying on this study involves
the

following procedure:
(a)

The selection of tosts of mechanical
aptitude
to be compared In the study.

3

0>)

'Aie

administration of tests to two hundred

boys of high school &ee.

(c)

Statistical treatment of data* including

ooaputation of correlations.

(d)

Dressing of Inferences sad conclusions.

- k -

CHAPTRR

ration

*h.

r.«ultia* fro.

of the *reat economic
and aocial lo

national lefit.

pro.l«. which confront u. today.
the raault of the -hlt-or-**..TOOrttl0ns haTe

nation
a

II

"Iwted.

„

i. one of the , srlmii

Th.

w

a^

mr0 Urg8ly

^thod. by which llfa
For a poraon to eater a

and apend tha neceaeary
ttoa la * period of training
of dlacoTerin* whether or
not he ia fitted for
that

mmm

vocation ie certainly a dire

ra.f of huaw

thne and effort,
"any. after baring ffone tbua
far. only to di .cower
that they
•re not auited by nature for
that particular vocation,
find
themaelvea in clrcunatanee. Vhl
ch **» it lapo.eible to
brin,

about a nee choice.

<m. economic le.e and the

1„.

to huanm

bapptoe.s i» apparent.

1Mb

aitoation baa aiwen rise to an
insistent deoend

for reaaonably quick, accurate,
and iaespeB.twe method, of
detecting latent aptitude.. Kaay
«ethoda haw. been adwocated.
•*ae of which are known to be
of distinct walue. while the
re.t hawe little or no walue.
aptitude pro*no.L Is a

U

-
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relatively new science, we have

Mason

to believe that now

and entirely different procedures from those no* in use may

develop in the future.
At present* various kinds of psychological tests

are the chief means used in making aptitude predictions.
They are of all kinds and Include tests of the

higher mental processes* motor control* psycho-motor
reactions* constructive skills* physical development* etc.

2.

The Basis of Aptitude Testing .
In all applied sciences testing is carried out

on the basis of random samples.

In aptitude testing* the

method is essentially the sams* except that the sample is
That which is sampled is a phase of human

different.

behavior and the psychologic 1 test is the device used to

measure it.

These tests are so devised and the technique

of administration so developed and standardised that the
sampling of behavior may be carried en in an approved
scientific manner.

3.

The

Ttlae

of Altitude testing.

The conception of specialised aptitudes and the

desirability of having specialized tests to measure these
aptitudes is certainly not a product of modern thought.

It is*

In fact, an idea which dates back to Plato and Is expressed

la hie "Hepublic."

individual a vera

Ho recognised the fact that no two

bom

exactly alike and that they inherited

natural gifte which fitted them for •pacific vocation*.

Ha

bellowed that when each individual wee employed at the vocation

which best suited his natural endowments, the results of his
labor would be superior la quality and would be produced with
greater ease and skill* while the individual himself would

enjoy greater satisfaction In his everyday work.
Ha proposed methods of determining natural
endowments which Qualified persons for specific vocations!

as an example, he suggested teat those persons being
considered for the military service of the State be given
"actions to perform. * which would test tha retentiveness of

their memory, their power of resistance to timidity and fear

In terrifying situations, and to the seductions of pleasure.
Tama he outlined a very definite set of tests for military

aptitude (1).
In spite of the fact that Plato pointed out the
way* his idea could not be used because the means of carrying

it out had not as yet be?n devised.

It was necessary to

await the development of experimental psychology before any

- 7 -

recce*. e ful attempt could be made to realiz* the philosopher's

d reset of having each man work at

a tingle occupation

accordance *ith his natural gif ts.

In

This development of

experimental psychology was slow to come and did not make its

appearance until 1879* »0«« twenty-three hundred years later,

when fundt founded hie psychological laboratory In Lalpslg.
Ac a science* psychology was among the last to take

en a scientific aspect.

In Its earlier days the emphasis

was upon the metaphysical* and when the work In experimental
psychology bsgan* Interest was centered in determining ways
In which men were alike ratter than ways In *hich they
differed.

Bowewer* procedures sad techniques were dors loped

which bawe been of much value to the science of differential
psychology which was to follow and upon which all aptitude
testing is eased (2).

We ewe much to such men as Wundt*

Csttell* Jest row* Gal ton f Vuneterburg* Blast and Simon* for the

splendid beginnings they made in this new science of the study
of individual differences.

She earliest tests devised measured differences in
sense perceptions end in the simpler mental processes.
However, the greatest advancement was made later in the

measurements of the more complex mental processes which are

involved In learning.

These tests, known as tests of "general

intelligence," have seen developed to a such higher degree than
the tests of other special aptitudes.

Intelligence testing gained great impetus during the

recent 'Torld tar.

Under ordinary conditions it would hare

taken many Tears to accomplish sinilar results.

given in an effort to plaee
the

Any

race

Tests were

in the various branches of

where they could he ef greatest service.

For this

classification and placement, the scientific methods of

discovering talent that had been developed in the psychological
laboratory *ere used.

This testing of great numbers ef men in

a short tine made it obviously impossible

to use the individual

testst therefore, the Army psychologists developed group tests

of "general Intelligence," using the few existing testa as the
basis.

These were given to over a million and a half men, the

data obtained being used as the basis for placement.
As a result of the apparent success of the tests
in the Army, teeting was carried over into business and

industry.

With little or no modification, these same teste

were used to predict aptitudes of the most diverse nature.
This attempt to use tests designated for specific aptitudes
to measure totally different ones could end in nothing but

failure.

As a remit, aptitude tasting received a -serious

setback for the time being and ie today just beginning to

recover from the ill-advised use of a testing device that was

really valuable in its proper field.

the. Aptitude

Prediction Value of the "General In telligence *

The results of the Aray testing shed sons light on
the question of occupational intelligence levels.

They

Indicated that few* if say* required a specific level of
intelligence! instead* average intelligence was sufficient*
is the sense of being the minimum requirement for probably

three-quarters of the occupations of industry (b).

In vest of

the vocations represented by the next of the Army, there van a

vile range of Intelligence * ranging froa high to lew
Intelligence.

There has been an atteapt to classify occupations

en the basis of intelligence needed for success is them.

The

ranges given, however, are too broad to be slgnif ieant(5).
A

proper interpretation of these occupational in tell Irenes

classifications shows that a person with a given I. >U will

find that there are aany occupations Which require an overage
1. Q. level of the sane magnitude.

Seas occupations have

10 -

very low I.

Q..

levels! ©there very high.

As for the majority

of trades, almost every degree of Intellectual brightness is
found among the workers.

The clerical and professional /groups

are made up of people who for the nest pert are superior in
intelligence to the rank sad file of tradesmen* yet every trade

has in its ranks men of superior intelligence while in the
clerical occupations there are found men of inferior
intelligence.

This

seism s to

indicate thnt attempts to develop

occupational intelligence levels are more or less experimental

and tentative rather than authoritative.
Much of the difficulty that has arisen from the
attempt to use the teste of "general intelligence" to predict

vocational success is undoubtedly due to the misapplication
of the tests.

Psychologists are beginning to concede that the

tests of "general intelligence" in use today are not tests of

"general Intelligence" but tests of scholastic aptitude* or
It must he admitted at the out-

ability to do academic work.

set* however* that the grou? of aptitudes collectively known

as scholastic aptitude constitute an extremely important group,

nevertheless* it is apparent

tfcst

a test of

tills

ability could

not be successfully used as the sole criterion for guiding
an individual into a vocation.

here are other abilities

11

-

that play an important part la vocational fitness that are

not measured In these scholastic aptitude tests.

Die

emphasis le accordingly shifting from the idea of measuring
"general intelligence" as the goal of testing to the fore-

casting of specific aptitudes.

To this end* many special

aptitude tests are being developed to predict ability to

learn specific subjects* while la the field of non-academic
aptitudes* teste have been devised to aveasure artistic,

musical, clerical* manipulative* and mechanical ability.

This shift of emphasis will put vocational guidance on a more
scientific basis.

Its reliability vlll be greatly increased

when guidance is given only after every effort has been made
to discover by test the aptitudes that have vocational

significance.

- 12 -
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HI

Preliminary Investigation^ .
In I915, Steneuist, Thorndlke. and Trabua used
tests

of various menial functions. Including a test
of ability to

pat simple mechanisms together,

ifhen the results

of this

test were correlated with the results of the test
of

"general intelligence. * a relatively low correspondence
was
repealed.

Kany who could put staple mechanisms together very

well were rated comparatively low in "general intelligence,"

while some of those ranking well in the latter could not
make

a good score in mechanical performance.

This relatively low

correlation suggested that taoehanloal ability might be
specialised to some degree.
2*ater S Unquiet carried out extensive tests and

standardised a scale for mechanical performance.

Measuring

individuals for "general Intelligence" and mechanical
ability, a correlation of rarely more than .UOms obtained (6).

This indicated that ability to put mechanisms together was

not reliably predictable from the results of the "general
Intelligence" test.

- 13 -

Later workers* Toops and ft'Seurke (7), using
?tentroiet»s test* hare reported correlations of front .XU to

.2h with the eooree of intelligence testa, thereby sub-

stantia tlnr the work begun by St ononis t.

She restate of this experimental work led to the

conclusion that there was a distinct kind of intelligence

which has been designated as •mechanical intelligence.*
Leta Holllngsworth on this point, however, contended
that it was improbable that such a distinct species of

intelligence really would be demonstrated to exist.

She

bellowed "that the reduction from unity seen in the
correlations cited is no doubt doe chiefly to the participation

of the motor capacities of the individual, to a great extent.
In the available tests of mechanical ingenuity.

The role of

the muscles in these tests Is illustrated by the fact that a

bright eight-year-old child may know what the dismembered mechanisms composing the test are, though he cannot 'put them together,

»

because his motor strength and coordination are not

sufficiently developed.

Hie finders are not strong enough to

handle the springe and levers, and his movements are not
sufficiently accurate to bring them into the proper relations

with each other.

In fact, the teste upon which the correlations

- lH _

have been based cannot be performs*
mauuallj by children under
12 year* of age, no Matter how sUo they nay be
to tell another

bow It should be done.

Since the correlation* between

pbysieu* and intellect are far from perfect,
we oast expect

far from perfect correlations between
tanks vhieh depend
largely noon anodes, on the one hand,
and tasks which depend
net at all upon mueeles, on the ether,

finch

a lack of unity

in performance need not imply the division
of people into

dtfferent categories ae respects intelligence.

It may iamly

aerely that ten* intelligent people hare
.relatively poor manual
dexterity while some people of excellent muscular
equipment

haw* relatively inferior intelligence (though on the
whole the
intelligent are more dextroun than the stupid aa too
poeltivenea*. of the correlation would indicate)"
(8).

HOllinK*worth»s conclusions seem to be baaed

entirely on the assumption that performance in the asesably
teste is entirely dependent upon manipulative ability.

This

being granted, one would expect the correlation between the
assembly test and 'general intelligence" would be low, for
research has shown that intelligence does not correlate with

motor control and hand strength.

Unsclo (9) found that motor

control ie relatively independent of intelligence, while

- 15 -

Shepard (30) found that correlation between a motor control test

and intelligence test scores was .lU.
Stenniiet, however, believes

tlia,t

"in addition to

the 'dexterity' required to put parts together to form the

completed machine or

device.— it involves a generous amount

of the best kind of thinking,— and calls for the ability to

recognise parts of ordinary mechanical devices, for ability to

make Judgments as to the reasons for the particular size, shape*
weight, and nature of perts*(10).

from an analysis of the tasks performed in the
assembly test* one is inclined to agrae with 3 ten qui at that
more than manipulative ability is required for successful
performance.

It is hoped that the results of this study will

five definite evidence of this relationship.

To thin end a

test of pure manipulative ability was given in addition to the

assembly test and others* to determine what part this factor

played in a successful performance of the assembly test.
Stenqulst devised also two series of paper group

tests of mechanical ability.

These include pictures of

mechanical toys cut in half to be matched and series of

questions relating to mechanical properties of typical machines,
fhlle the value of these tests as measures of mechanical

- 16 -

ability 1* qoestionablo, Stenoaist maintains that "ability to

answer the questions doe* not depend much upon & direct
experience with such machines, as upon lnrlght into mechanical

principle* end uss^ea* (11).

While these teste correlate well

with the assembly test (.65 average correlation), they correlate
more highly with the test of "general intelligence.
correlation) than do the assembly tests.

"(

.60 average

This would Indicate

that they do not measure exactly the same abilities as the

assembly testi however, they have some predictive value.

»-

fore Seceat

^Studies,.

Other Investigators developed tests which have
attempted to measure mechanical aptitude.

Healy developed a

pusale box which he characterised as a teet to 'bring out
abilities or defects in manipulative powers, in the ability
to analyse a silently complicated physical situation, in

powers of atteatioa,

and.

continuity of effort" (12).

Margaret McFarlaae. using this puaule box. found an average

correlation of .22 with intelligence teet scores.

She

found it more discriminative of practical ability than any
of the other teat* she used.

of toe technical subjects

(children taking a highly specialised course in manual

17

training) exceeded the median of her random subjects
(13).
She ic of the opinion that the teat "requires good judgment,

baaed upon visual an! kinesthetic clues, and ability to keep
In mind successive steps."
ifenn

and Thomdike (lU) carried on investigations

to determine the capacities required by the professional

engineer.

The fifteen testa employed Included Stenquiet'e

assembly teats and achievement testa in English, mathematics,

and physics,

they were given to thirty-four engineering

students at Columbia.

The scores of all the teats with

the exception of the three physics tests and the assembly
test correlated from .62 to .75 with a rating of "general

intellect. *

The physics teats and the .'itenqulet test,

however, correlated .60 with each other.
'Phorndike concludes that everyone of the tests

except the Stenqulet teat indicates "general intelligence^
and when combined* more etronrly indicates ".general
intelligence".

However, he does not tell what he means by

"general intelligence v.

He further states that ths tests

fall into four groups! namely, a group which meavurea.
mainly, general intelligence* a group (three physics tests

mentioned before) which measures ths same abilities aa the

13 -

former group, and ia addition, other unnamed
abilities *Moh

MM likely

to be specially predictive of success at
engineer-

ing! the Stenquiat mechanical test, which has
notch in common

with the former group «ad aweh peculiar to ltaelfi
and an
?nglieh group, which has such in eonrron with the first
"general intelligence" croup and ranch peculiar to Itself.
H. C. Link gave Stenquiat's assembly test and
a

test said to measure "perception of form," a form board
with

pieces of odd sites and shapes out out, some bein? quite
different in shape, while some were nearly alike ia shape,

but differing slightly in slse.

The intereorrelatlons were

found to be .Ua for thirty-one pan assemblers and .58 for
another group of twenty-six.

link su/?»ests thnt these

correlations indicate special abilities in the teats.

It

indicates also that there sunt be a coarsen unitary factor

running throughout them which was measured by the scores made.
It is evident that this factor is mechanical ability (15).

Xelley devised an elaborate construct Its ability
test which attempts to measure creative and imaginative powers
in construction in addition to mere steOhasdoal or manual

dexterity (16).

It consists of a set of drilled boards,

blocks, dowel pins, etc., with which the individual is allowed

19

to construct anything he

«*»

w^

in that tt atteapt. to

I« not measured in the ether

While this test i. of

mtm*

a Valuable ouality which

fete rationed,

it obviously

present* a difficult problem
in scoring.
Wefarlaae Carried on an extended
study of what aha
called -practical ability" with
five-hundr.d mullah achool
ehildrca. She deri.ed constructive
taste for boys and girl.,

which included a wheelbarrow, a
cradle of wood and a frock and
coat of cloth to ate (1) whether
boys
excel in all

* constructive tests'*

few. of

and whether the nature of the
median or

the particular tentorial involved
has the greater effect on

performance (27).

she concludes in answer to the
firet fueetion

that boys have this special ability
in a hither decree than
ftrls. while in answer to the second
she has found that the

nature of the aedlua hie greater
significance than the
materiel (If).

3*

Suaaary af studies to

fots,.

the weight of the evidence submitted to
date

eeem

to prove without a doubt the existence
of this specialised

capacity or aptitude which is not sea sored by
the test of
"general Intelligence.-

This evidence has given riee to a

belief la the existence of a specialised intelligence,
which

- 20 -

has been called

Wlcal

•general intelligence.-

Intelligence" a , apart from

While there nr.

tew

*ho are not
ready to accede to this belief,
such man &s Therelike.
Bortt.
Ilak. Daweon. Tbop. and
Pcffenberger are
In

«ak a

that

specialised intelligence exists.

7bia *P«ieli*ed intelliftanee
or capacity Is

knomi by *nrl<ma naaes.

Stancuist calls it -mechanical

ability.- Me?arlane refers to it
as -practical ability,Bawson speaks of it as -concrete
ability.- and Kelley

undoubtedly ha, in mind the same
type of ability when hs
•peak, of -construetiwe ability.while there 1. considerable
diwmrsity a. to name, this lack ef
uniformity will unquestionably be adjusted in the near future
and a name deelded upon
which will be broad enough to include
all the eleaent. which
constitute this special aptitude,
-mechanical ability- will be

*•

»#

^ture of

jfeohanittml

wed

in this study the term

for want of a better one.

frHf^e

Stockist in his study <20) refers to mechanical
aptitude as -general aptitude in the management
and

manipulation ef things msehanleal.

It implies

a general

knowledge of mechanical principles and usages,
but does not

21

imply any trade skill. "

-

McFarlane (ig) defines it as the

total response to a -problem of a certain kind. Tlx., one

which desands for its solution changing sons portion of tho
physical world and includes:
(a)

Grasp of problem.

(b)

Ability to plan a series of movements
necessary to bring about change.

(c)

Ability to execute the movements successfully.

?'uecl©» on the other hand* identifies practical ability with

motor ability.
ft

careful study of the investigations to date

indicates that mechanical ability seems to be a composite

of many factors.

Among them are Included the following:

1.

Spatial perception.

2.

H emery of spatial forms.

3.

Perception of relationship of form,

h.

Kinesthetic discrimination.

5.

Body rhythm.

6.

Constructive imagination.

7.

Visual imagery.

8.

Manual dexterity which involves
(a)

Accuracy o~ precision of movement.

22 -

9.

<b>

Aeeuraay or steadiness of
eewee»nt.

(c)

Quickness of movement.

(4)

Physical strength and endurance.

Sensitivity of touch.

10.

Ability to analyze a physical
situation.

11.

Seaetion time:
(a)

Visual.

(b)

Auditory.

(«)

Kinesthetic.

12.

Visual discrimination and acctonese.

13.

Ability to eeo possibilities or impo
ssibi li ties
in a situation.

lU.

Ability to profit by experience.

15.

Continuity of effort.

16.

Ability to follow directions.

17*

Span of attention.

9hese factors sere determined on the basis of the

•Job analysis" method of various typieal MChanioal problems.

They are the ones which seen to bo necessary for
successful
pursuit of * mechanical vocation.

BOwerer, it sua t not bo

inferred that all of these factors are peculiar to neehaaleal

23

ability alone, especially those towards the end
of the list

which are common to other types of activity as
veil.
She rarlous testa which hare been davised
to
mechanical ability

haw

mm

been developed with the Idea of

measuring performances which Involve these factors.

It Is

obvious that because of the difference In the nature
of

tlie

testa they may Involve various combinations of factors.

An

analysis of what each test used seems to measure Is left

for a later chapter.

CHAFTSa

1.

IT

Tests Used in Study .
The tents -which -sere used la this study are aason#

the noet commonly used to discover mechanical ability throng

the medium of a standardized test*

These which involved

actual manipulation of materials were selected la preference
to the pencil and paper testa* since they bring into play

many factor* which constitute a very iarportaat phase of
mechanical ability,

from its very nature mechanical ability

Involves concrete situations which obviously cannot be

adequately presented in a paper test.

The only deviation

from this policy in the selection of the tests was In the
ease of the MacQuarrie test* a pencil and paper test* which
was used since it was entirely different from the others in
its eless.

A description of each test* an explanation as to
what it measures* and a soaseary of lte use previous to this
study* is included in the paragraphs which follow.

2.

The i^Bcmbly Test.
This test wae devised by Dr. John

Z>.

Steneuist as
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the result of several years of experimentation
with mechanical
testa.

It involves the assembling ef ten common
mechanical

objects which have been previously taken apart.

According to Stenqulst (10) this test "measures

ability to assemble and manipulate things mechanical.

It

calls for ability to recognise parte of ordinary
mechanical
devices, for ability to make judgments as to the
reasons for

their particular else, shape, weight and nature
of partsi in
short, for the mental ability to think through
in some degree

the same steps as those employed by the designer of
each

machine.

Manually, they call for the dexterity required
to

put parts together to form the completed machine, or
device,

after it has been decided how they shall go.

Much of the

performance of a typical child Is, of course, mere trial

and error manipulation, in which he hopes somehow to make the
thing work.

But the nature of the various models is such that

only a very low score Is possible for the individual who
depends merely upon thoughtless manipulation of the parts.

A generous amount of the best kind of thinking is thus
required to make a hi^i score.

It Involves accurate perception,

reasoning and judgment applied to each model."

While it would be desirable to include other

-26-

para t ions besides assembling, tils one activity was chosen
es representative of many aachanicnl tasks and calls less

for special trade skill than nest neehanlcal operations.
fhe idea of presenting a disassembled actual
commercial article, such, for example, as a bicycle bell or

sense trap to be assembled* was first suites ted by Professor
f. I.

Thomdike as a

proasisinp;

»&thcd of reaching certain

capacities more or less untouched by the sore cosxon verbal
pencil and papar tests.
Hh* models which are used to make np this series
ares
(ft)

Cap pistol

(b)

tflbow catch

(c)

Hope coupling

(d)

Expansion ant

(•)

Sash fastener

(f)

Rubber stopper

(g)

Xnelde caliper*

(h)

Four-piece paper clip

(1)

Double-acting hinge

o>

Lever lock

- 27 -

rig. 1

Stenquist Assembly St**, Ssrias II,
As It Is

prated

te

candidate for As-seafcly.

•!feey

are arranged la order of their difficulty
and

the part a which go to make up each thing ere
in separate
eoapartaente at shown in

SUnpast
complete

the.

n&.

1.

sate a time

Halt of

thirty minute* to

tost or an average ef three situates apiece
to

assemble each model.

In scoring, ten points are si-ren for

each correctly iKwrpleted model end for mod* Is partly eemuletsd
a

a vrtlal score

has been assigned (see Amend lx

*.).

The

aw

of the soo ret for e-teh model Is the total ssere of the test.

Fe has worked out norms for his assembly tests*
series

I

and II

and while he admits that they are eased

upon a relatively small number of eases, a high reliability
Is Indicated.

Using stop marks as a criterion and where the

tree abilities of pupils are well known, correlations as high

as .87 hare been obtained between the assembly test and shop
ranks.

Between Series

I

and Series II for about four hundred

eases of boys of seventh and eighth grade, a reliability of
•60

me

obtained.

The fact that the teet -selects abilities markedly

different frost that discovered by verbal teste of 'general
Intelligence" Is Indicated by the low correlations obtained.
A rery exhaustive study was crrried on in Sew York City unen

two hundred and sixty-seven boys In the seventh and eighth

grades were given a battery of six Intelligence tests ami

four mechanical tests, the two assembly testa end two
picture teste.

The results of the six intelligence tests

were pooled and a composite intelligence score derived.
These composite scores were then correlated with the scores
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in

»* wmchanieal
U

t69t8

infills

test and

— *«* «-t
^

rating.

rerult. clearly

^ th

ft

3erlee

indite

U" imp° rtant cluc as
*

the c

^

^ ^^
^

correlation between the

the M8erably

.<*. while with aaeembly

*«.e

ft*

Unt

„

that the

,

^

+

lt wa, .33 4

abilitiee whieh would

u.t ,

Ml

^

w

revealed by ab«tr»et intelligence
alone.

-O'CwBor W<|fffT1 y

^

a^

In the hiring of worker.,
employer,

WUh

th *

Plying

»f

•ltel«ti^

aw confuted

the fit fro* the unfit
and

thoee hired In type* of
work at which they

»o.t aucceaeful.

win he

Thi, problem =*de evident
the a.ed ef

reliable meaeure. to indicate
innate mechanical aptitude
which would he of value in
eclectic and placing factory
worker., taong the few who
realised thi a need and who
attempted to dewiae a mean, of
measuring the capacity which
fitted men by nature for mechanical
vocation. w»« John.en
©•Connor of the Human Engineering
Laboratory of the General
tleetric Company. He developed
a mechanical aptitude teat,

fork Sample #

5,

r

better known a. the tfiggly Block

eat,

which ha. proved very reliable in
selecting tee men beet
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adapted by native

ntamt

for types of work requiring

mechanical ability (25).
this test consists of a wooden
blade which bat been

cut into mine Piece.

(-e

^.

2 on

paf

Tertieal out. and two horizontal cut,.

eaQh

31) by

«o«a

of

tw

It it so out that

flt «* «»l.r ene plaee in tht
assembled

Meek.

The

Mode

is pretented. assembled, to the
sublet

to that ho may see he* It lookt in ltt
completed form.

After a careful explanation hat been given
of the earner in
•hi** the block ie made, it it disassembled In
full view, the
pieces mixed thoroughly, and arranged In a row
in front of
hi*.

The time required to assemble it is recorded.

At

ehance aeeae to play a considerable part la the
teleotlon of
the correct block, be is asked to assemble it
a teeond cad

a third time.

She final score it determined by multiplying

the time of the second end third trial t by faotort l.U
and 1.7

respectively and then averaging the three scores.

Four thousand persons have been tested with this
block and the norms established serve to emphasise the

great difference in intw-te mechanical ability.
one thousand completed

tfas

The fastest

block in two and three-quarter

minutes, or less, while the slowest one thousand, took sit

»

^om»r 3X«fc

^**t la

*s

ersbled

nod fHsa»sftafel*d fan.
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minutes or wot* to

taamit , lt .

O'Connor has discovered

that aeon* those who assemble the
block la three alnutes, or
le«s, "many are successful in desi^nin?
and drafting,

scientific research, tool and dieHsekie,;,
all-round

echini a*, machins seUin*-up and repairing,
and structural
iron and sheet metal work.

Only an occasional representative

of these professions exceeds six minutes*
(23).

Beta collected by 0»Coanor indicates that
*it
measures an innate aptitude which, after the
fourteenth year
In a ehlld»s life, persists unchanged by
education.

l**lneers solve the pussle rapidly, not through
acquired
learninf, but because all who originally exceeded
six

minutes in the block solution have gradually dropped
out of
the profession (2h).

a* for accountants, Inability to

solve the mechanical puzzle seems no handicap for *morc
successful accountants fail on the block than succeed."

Likewise, executive success, clerical or inspection work

dees not reeulre this ability (25).
According- to O'Connor, the ability required to

seise a mechanical puzzle is obviously not pure analysis,
for executives grasp complicated situations and yet fail to
sise up the relationship of the blocks.

Accountant* analyse

with extraordinary cl earns an the financial standing of
Intricate mercantile combinations and yet fall to reason
ont the block problem.

The solution requlree a peculiar

type ef analysis, characteristic of engineers and mechanics.

Tp* ftblllty

—

awed by

the blocka Is strictly mechanical

analysis, distinct from analysis In general, and Is required

for success In every class of work calling for the solution
of mechanical problems* In tool and die-making, all-round
machining, machine setting-up and repairing, structural Iron

and sheet metal work* designing, drafting, scientific research
work, laboratory experimenting, and technical, designing aad

eons true t ion engineering1 (26),
'

This test was need by

"Dr.

William T. Eealy of the

Judge Baker Foundation, Boston, Mas*.

It is a box with a

hinged cover which Is held down by a clasp through which a

hook has been pasted.

A cord

1 sails

from ths hook Into the

box and connects to a series ef cords and rings which fit
oxer posts.

These serve to hold the cover In place.

A

pane

ef glass set in the cover so that ths system of rings and
co-da which control the opening ef the box say be seen.
(See fig. 3 en page

3***}

The object of the test is to open
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the box In as short a time as possible.

nealy originally characterised the poxzla as

otto

that "may brine; out abilities or defects la manipulative
powers, in the ability to analyse a slightly implicated

physical situation. In powers of attention* and continuity
of effort" (12).

He originally set a time Halt of five minutes to
open the box. but found the time too short, since son*
failed to open It la that time.

lowsrer, as a means of

determining those who have special ability in this line,
the flve-tolnute limit Is sufficient (26).

MeFarlane found this puszle box more discriminative

of "practical ability" than any of the other tests she used.
Of her technical subjects, seventy-one per cent exceeded the
median of her random subjects.

She considers that the test

"requires pood Judgment, based upon visual and kinesthetic
clues* and ability to keep successive steps In mind long

enough to Indicate the next one" (13)*
Norms based upon 277 eases which range

frost

lU 1/2

years to and Including adults Indicate that this Is not an

age level test.
In Appendix

A.

Boras on

tie

basis of percentiles are found

—
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become familiar with the procedures required
before the
record test it attempted.
In hie description of the test (27) he
states
that the location and block teste measure
spatial relation-

ships but does not specifically mention the
factors of

mechanical aptitude predicted by the other five,

in

anew

to the critic tea that hit test places too much
emphasis upon

speed, he states that anyone to be successful
as a mechanic

most be able to work rapidly as well as efficiently.

On

this point it mi^ht be added that O'Connor
(28) hat found

that the old statement "slew but accurate" is
a myth.

From

the results obtained in a number-checking test, he
finds

that those who take longer to complete the test make more

errors than those who complete the test in a shortsr time.

This has also been shown by O»8ourke, Director of Personnel
Se search of the United States Civil Service

Com it si on

(29).

Ths test was (riven to 365 subjects and the data
treated statistically.

It was found, feat the composite

scores of the test never correlate with scores of intelligence

more than .26, and in one «roup of sixty eases ths
correlation was .002.

Ob the other hand the correlation of

the test scores with teacher** rating of mechanical aptitude

- 39 -

of forty-ignt .tudent. was
found to be

wW1 .

ln

anotw

•tudy it was found to bo .32.

mo

"liability of th. „hole te.t determined
on the

basis of throe groups of subjects
numbering thirty-five,
eighty, and two hundred fifty
was found to bo .90.

reliability of the individual tests

haw

tfco

boon found to

range from .72 to .86.
She 0*0 norms of the tost may bo
found in

Appendix a.

6*

H»»aal Saxtarltv Sarj esThis tost was devised by

f!.

G. thibsan in 1925.

It is the result of an attempt
to standardise a test series

govoraod by manual dexterity ae apart from
higher mental
prooesess according to *hlbxaa (30).

-Various manual tests

in common use have other primary
factors suoh as learn la*

ability, mechanical ingenuity, and reasoning,
and so do not

giro a true picture of manual ability."
Among the component factors constituting manual
dexterity which are measured by this series are
rapidity and

accuracy of movement and to acme extent innate body
rhythm.
It Includes the inserting of pins and pegs into
boards,

assembling end disassembling bolts and nuts and tbe sorting

Whitaan Manual Dexterity Series.

of pee*. (See Tig. U.)

It in an individually administered

test requiring twelve to fifteen minute* to give.

Age norm* were determined on the basis of the

testing of 50U school children from the nge of 7 years to
and including 15 years and are noted in Appendix
"Vyera Cental Measure" was given to

**3*»

A.

of these

- Hi -

children and the scores were correlated with the
scores
obtained In the dexterity tests.

correlation

bjr

She average ef the

years was .36.

This test ems Included In the battery to determine
to what degree mechanical aptitude is dependent
noon

manipulative ability.

7*

Subjects Used In Study .
The data far this study was obtained from the

testing of 206 boys of the ages ef 13 to 18 years.
•eye, 169

w»

Of those

students of the Seat Springf leld, Mass., High

School* 9 were high school seniors froaa nearby eesmonitles

who were candidates for the

mi son

scholarships, and 8 were

asmbors of an ungraded gram? in the lest Springfield, Mesa.,

Junior High School.

The two ssaller groups represent the two

extremes of scholastic ability, but the largest group, which

•ekes up the majority of the subjects, is an avsrage group
of high school students* as unsslectsd as one would expect
to find in a general high school offering general, business,

classical and technical preparatory courses.

They are

representative of the type of boy one would expect to
In a typical semi-industrial See England town.

find

8.

Th* T«*t\n» Procedure^

»t

teatin* was carried on to
conjunction with the

vocational ^nidance pro#TM of th9
8Chool

aM

ueed a. an aid in living vocational
advice.
tests was arranged to permit the tee
tin* ef
simultaneously.

This

adttaf: the program

Wmipiirt

MM

th- flndla4?-

The battery of

^

toy<

served the duel purpose of

efficient from the viewpoint of
time,

and preventing the existence of a
strained ataeephare which

would exist if the rabject were alone
with the examiner,

*he

presence of a second hoy. oven taough he was
engaged at

nothing

entirely different, greatly redMsd nervous
tension

and naturally resulted in a far hotter
performance.

After a

few preliminary remarks to stimulate the
interest and cooperation of both hoys. m k* was given the assembly
test ^hile

rt

B«

was given the block test, followed by the manual
dexterity
series and the purxio box.

By

tfxis

tine "A» had finished the

assembly test and was then given the block test followed
by
the dexterity eerie • and nuasle box, while

on the assembly test.

"3**

was working

This schedule enabled the examiner to

administer the block test, pussle box and the manual dexterity
series to one subject while the othsr was Independently engaged
in the assembly test.

It

took from 75 to 90 minute? to complete

the program depending upon the subjects tested.

ths 200 boys has taken approximately 350 hours.

The testing of

-*3-

wsmusm

ag

ana

In this section the results of the teet* will ho

presented.

A graphical representation of the distribution

of teet scores for each age group will be shown end the

medians of each group Indicated.

These medians will then

he compared with the medians obtained in other studies.

1.

Results for Each Ago on the assembly Te» y
Pigs. 5 and 6 give the graphical distribution of

the acoree of thirteen* fourteen, fifteen, sixteen,
seventeen, end

teste.

eighteen- rear-old boys on the assembly

Table 1 gives the medians obtained in this study as

well ae those obtained in

tlx>

studies of

f

tenqulet (31).

It will be notioed that theee mod lane are nliphtly
met*

than those obtained by Stenquist. oaccpt for the

thirteen-year-old group* the boys of this group making a

much lower score than boys of the name age studied by
Stenqulst.

This difference is no doubt due to the small

nuaber of eases tested for this age.
Inspection of the graph shown in fig. 7

ahow

-U5

n<r. 6.

-

ThMtt 1

Soaraary of Results In This Study on Stenqultt

Assembly Tost for

F,aoh Are.

and Comparison with

Stenqultt* s Results.

Median
This Study

12

Stesqulst

1

13

TV. score

50.

90.

56.

58.

lk

:

60.5

15

t

62.5

16

\

6U.

17

;

66.

18

:

68.

1!

60.

-In-

ns.

that tie

aire

7.

medians fall alone i» * 53100th asceniltvr curve

which differs somewhat is character from Stenqoist's.

.

The

lover end of the approxisistioa curve coineidaa with
Stenquiet's* bat in the higher

sore steeply.

asre

groans it ascends naieh

A study of his curve would lead ens

to

believe that the increase in median scores for a#e 4170098

ever fifteen would be very slight. If any at all

.

Reeul ts

of this study, however, tends to Indicate that improvement is

CaMtMt UP

t0 to *

09a9e at

«i^t..nth year and apparently doe.
not

*> iBt -

A« **

*hat

p**

experience plays

iB brtn/ria ab<mt thl Iwreaes
«
«
la a eueetlon.

M«

« analysis

* hsd ttp<m *

light may be

of the finding of

the other tests.

*•

H»«oltB far Tiaoh

^

an Block Test -

She graphical distribution of the
scores of too

fire «go groups ob the block test are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

fhe medians of the age groups are nhown in
Table

2, which

also shoes the medians obtained by O'Connor
(22) and

Clark (32).
The norms obtained sill help increase the scope

of the block test by furnishing mediant for age groups
not
studied by O'Connor.

It also adds additional data to check

those medians already established.
It will be noticed from Table 2, that O'Connor's

sixteen-year-old boys took 1.18 minutes longer to assemble
the block than boys of the

saw

age did in this study.

In

explanation of this, O'Connor says that he does not consider

hie norms for this age group at final, sines he has studied
relatively fee cases of this age.

The median for seventeen-

year-old boys is practically the same as O'Connor's median.

.

- U9 -

Pistributlon on O'Connor Block Toot for lH, 15. and
16 Tear-old Ago Groups

ng,

8

- 51 -

TaMa 2
Summary of Haanlta on Block foot for taeh **a and
Comparison with Heaulta of O'Connor and Clark.

Scores In Mnntec
a
a

:

Thla Study

•
a

t

©• Connor

JL

:
,

Clark

t

1

lU

J

5-7T

6.13

15

i

5-53

5.60

16

:

5.20

6.38

:

5-50

17

:

5.10

5.17

1

u.g5

1*

!•

^7

M«

:

U.50

19

*«.57

:

H.00

20

3-98
j
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while thero it a slight difference In the medians for the
eighteen-year-old groups.
Clark* 8 study with Springfield Vocational School

boys was carried on at the same time as

furnished a check.

tb.li

one and

It will he noted that except for the

difference of O.36 for the fourteenth year, they closely
parallel the results of this study.
She age median* for the three studios ere shown

graphically in Stg. 10.

It

win he

noticed that the

smoothed curves representing median scores of this study

and Clark* s study nearly coincide except at the lower endi
I.e.. the fourteenth year.

The curve representing O'Connor's

age medians Is somewhat lower all along except at the twentyyear-old level .

The coinciding of the curves representing

the age medians of this study and of Clark* s le of much
Interest, since the hoys constituting TL:irk*s group were

vocational school students, and those making up the group

tested In this stud/ were students In a general high school.

Ons would have ordinarily assumed that the scores of vocational
school hoys In assembling the block would have been higher,

since they have elected by choice to train for vocations

R*, 10
which for the most part are mechanical In nature.

Aptitude*

are thought to he predictable from Interests, yet the results

of these two studies seem to indicate that this assumption
is not borne out by the facts of this case.

Apparently the

vocational school group is as unseleoted at least for

mechanical analysis as the general high school group.

-5U-

3*

Ttesults for y^ch Ago on vtm Vuzzlm Box .

The distribution of th« scores of the five ago

troupe oa the puzsle box are represented graphically in
Tigs. 11 and 12.

It will he noticed that the distributions

are not symmetrical bat are skewed to the right,

"or

with the work of other investigators the median

co-rraarison

scores of each age group were determined.

These are listed

in Trble 3» together with the results of Fealy, Woolley (33)

and

McFarlane (3U).
It will be noticed that the fourteen year-oH

mellane of this study are the lowest of the group.

Quit

these boys took much less time to open the box is no doubt
due to selection* since this group did better than ths

average group of the same age in the block and irae$iorrie
tests.

The sixteen year-old median is lover than that ob-

tained by Veolley and by
but Is hi/dier thar

McParlane with her random cases,

Mc?arlane*s technical oases.

These

technical boys correspond to the boys who attend our

vocational schools.

While the nedlan of all cases studied was 152*
which is much lower than the medians of all ages in the
other investigations, comparison is out of the question

Iff* 1*

rig. 12
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Table 3

CKv5porleoa of

Obtain*!

,

*«Uwn8 on Pusslo Box with

V Hoaly.

ffetOl

KcFarlane, and Tfoollsy.

'

odians

staoy

This Study

McFarlane, Technical

!

A

;

15

1

16

:

160

1

129

:

130

1

1S6

!

!

McFarlane, Random

u'oolley* 'inndosa

e-ily.

:

251

»

}

Ml

17

:

18

:

ty"«»»

112

\

116

!

132

126

1

155

1

150

t

219

11

153

:

202

:

199

1

i

lH to A incl»d.

Adults
t

1

1

u

*
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because of the difference* In the are groups studied.

Thle

is especially true in the ease of the study of Fealy, whose

277 oases ranged from fourteen rears to and including adults.
The median of 199

these cases is not particularly

significant, since the scores of younger subjects are poorer

than those of older subjects.

Thus if a large proportion of

the individuals studied were of the lover

aw

groups, the

median would be quite different from that obtained If most
of the subjects were of higher age groups.
This use of an "all age" median was due to the

fact that preliminary statistical work Indicated that this
test w«s net an age-level test (36).

However, the results

of tills study, the work of 'fool ley* and that of

seem to indicate the contrary.

McFarlane

Analysis of the medians

shove that there is improvement with age, the higher age

groups making better eooree.

Graphical representation of

thle Improvement is shown In Fig. 13 .

The sraoothsd curve

drawn between the age medians clearly indicates that there
Is Improvement with age.

medians of

It is interesting to note that the

McFarl ana's technical subjects are found to lie

along thle curve, giving further evidence to wove this
point.

Further research Is needed to establish aore definitely

theee age norms.

- 59 -

M*.

13

Graph Showing Median* of Tise required to Open
Pustle Box for faoh Age Oroup of Thlo Study and
the Technical Eubjeott Studied

tjjr

MciP&rlaao.

e

- 60 -

h'

Hcsults for Bach tee on

^fra^

*, T *

Figs. lU and 15 give toe graphical distribution of

the score* of the groups tested en the MacQaarrle test.

The age-group medians are noted In Table U, together with
those obtained 07 Mae'hmrrie.

The medians for the ages studied are slightly

higher than those obtained by Maohiarrle with the exception
of the median for the fourteen-year-old group.

The scores

of this group were very high* the median being 62, which
is higher than that of tho sixtsen-y ear-old group.

It is

difficult to explain this median other than that it is due
to some selective factor which operated for this group.

This explanation seems to be borne out by the fact that the
variations of the other age medians from ttee&arrle*

medians were very small • being In all cases but slightly
higher.

Inspection of ths graphical representation of
these medians shows that the Maeiuarrie medians were

evidently taken for east are from ths smoothed curve, as
all points fsll within it.

tfblle

the smoothed curve

derived from the medians of this study follows ths general

- 6l -

Dittrllmtlon on **cq»aprt« T.st of
)(o«buloal
AMlity for 1 3 . lU.
15 To*r-oH A*:. Oroup..

-

-

Distribution on UacQnarri* Teat of Mechanics!
Ability for 16, 17. and 18 Toor-oH Ago Groupt.

Fly?.

15

Summary of flesultt In This Study on (sJacQoarrle Ta»t

for P*eo Are and Comparison with Rooults of Mae^uarrlo.

ft
-1

ft

y«dtaa Sooree

!

:

This Study

12

13

50.

i

1*

62.5

i

52.

59.

i

57.

61.

\

60.

65.

r

iii

66.

\

65.

i

15

j

i
•

16

!

•
:

17

:
•

•

18

i
:

:

19
:
1

20

':

,6S.

- 6H -

Fig. 16
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contour of liae^uarria's carve, It averages two points higher
all along,

whether the groups tested

-were

somewhat selected

or whether the medians furnish* d by VaeQuarrle are a trifle
low cannot he easily determined.

5.

T?etnlt for

1j

fech Age

on Manual fleateTitv Test .

the distributions of scores on the dexterity test

for each age groups are shown graphically in Digs. 17 and 18.
The medians of the age groans are shown on Table 5»

This

table also shows the medians obtained by Whluaaa (30) for
the age groups included in her investigation which were cowered

by this study.

Her medians are based upon about fifty cases

In each age group.

The median for the thirteen-year-old group Is the
same as that found by Whitman.

The fourteen-year-old median

is six higher and the fifteen-year-old is nine higher.

Whitman (30) in the report concerning her study states that
the scores of the fourteen-year-old boys were for the greater

part on the low side of the mode, that high scores were
relatively few, due to seas unaccountable selection.
Accordingly the median for that age group shows a lack of

improvement over the thirteen year-old group.

Analysis of

Ill—I

- 66 -

on thltawi Vtmml Doatorlty Series
for 13, lU, and 15 Toor-old Afo Oroupe.

!3t«trltettti<m

ne. 17

-67Dietribution on Whltan Manual Dextarity s«ri*g

for 16. 17, and 18 Y earmold Ago Group*.

n«.

is

- Sg -

Table 5

Summary of Results in This Study for "Each Age on
Manual Dexterity Teet cad Comparison -with

KMteu't

Reaul t8.

Median Scores

:

**•
:

this Study

:

whitman

!

109

:

109

:

llU

:

109

15

i

12H

:

115

16

e

12U

|

17

I

123-5

t

18

:

12U

c

13
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the *»tnlt« of thie study Indicate that
there it no

improvement after the fifteenth year.

This vould indicate

thit either there is no further increase
in power to ma-

nipulate after fifteen or else the groups in
some

unaccountable way were eeleeted.

An analysis of the graph

•hewn in

fir,*

19 will help to offer an explanation.

he noted

tlj&t

smoothed corse based upon the two sete of

It will

medians passee through the thirteen, fourteen, seventeen,
and eighteen-year-old medians of this study, and
midway
bet-re en the two

medians at fifteen years.

It le evident

that the fifteen-year-old median of this study is

M#i,

while that of Whitman* s study is low, the true median lying
between them as is indicated by the curve.

As Is shown by

the curve, improvement decreases rapidly with the upper

age groups and ceases after seventeen.

It appears evident

that improvement in innate manual dexterity ends after

an individual reaches the age of seventeen.

6.

Summary of Ueeulte from study of Dafo .
(a)

For each age en each test the scores are
alightly higher than the scores found by the

other workers.

- 71

(b)

The data obtained hac helped to extend the age

norma of the assembly, block, and manual dexterity
tests.

(c)

The data shows that the Healy Puzzle Box la an

ace-level test.

The time needed to complete the

test is affected by

(d)

a>-e.

It was found th«t the Improvement in Innate
ability to manipulate ae measured by Whitman's
tests, ceases at approximately the seventeenth

year.

(e)

Ability to assemble mechanisms as measured by
the assembly test Increases constantly through

the eighteenth year and there is no indication
that the increase enda there.
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Chapter VI

Coaa^LATiows

1.

BTmrcrw

tots

Correlation of Mechanical Teste irlth

" Qonaral

Intan j

,

^^.*

The test score* were correlated with the

Intelligence qruotiente which had been previously determined

on the basis of scores la the Terraan Group Test of Mental
Abllitr.

The correlations obtained between the mechanical

test scores and X. 3«*s ranged from

.07 to .2U.

They

are listed in Table 6.
It will be noted that all of the correlations

between the test scores and the I* Q.»s are low.

This lack

of agreement corroborates the findings of other workers who
haw* studied tie relationship between mechanical ability

and abstract intelligence.

The findings of this study add

emphasis to the fact that relatione* ip between "ability with
Ideas" and "ability with things" is wery slight.

In

Table 7 which lists the correlations found by othsr workers
between various mechanical tests and "general intelligence"
It will be noted that in nest eases the coefficient of

correlation is between .10 and .30.

This sesas to be

)
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Tablo 6

Correlation, betwea X.<*.t,
aad KechMdeal

TOOtO
t

Assembly T«st«

T

I

.Ik

I

.2U

:

.13

i

.2U

:

.07

Block Test

Pusxle Box

Boo^uurri* T»»t

Mwaal Be*t«rity

(All correlations la this study
wore calculated by

a»aas of Pe&rsoa**
fomnia.

eeameieat of correlation

-7*fable 7

Correlation betire«n "General Intelligence* end
l

eohanleal Test Scores Ho ted in other Studies.

i

Test

:

t

StxAj

Intelligence
Test Used

;
:

Issembly

i

Brown (38)

Oases Studied

:

U36 boyn. 10
to 13 years

:

.2k

:

.29

:

.10

:

:

r

1

:

:

jKeefcrty Del %»

:

:

:
*

Assembly

:

Saw (39)

2 Stanford

rev.

:Binet

a

•

:
:

Assessbly

:

Stein (Uo)

sArsy Alpha

:
:

15 college
students

e

Assembly

:

Toops (7)

Read, and
jArlth. scores
j

12

:to 15 years

:

e

t

.10
to
.26

:

.1H

!**33 eojrs.

•

Assembly

: Toops end
:0»nonrke(Ul)

3

Any

Alpha

:

1U5

:

school boys

hl<0i

:

Asssmblr

:Stenqulst(20)

j
i

Scores of 5
tests pooled

367 boys.
:gradss 7 A 8

:

r
:

:

!

e

Puszle Box

t Kc?arlane(37)

i
:

.23
to
,3H

238 English
oases

•

.28

s

.23

I

.37

:

Vac^uarrle

(Board* and
: others (36)

Sl

eraan Group

:500 boys* 6th
rand 7th tfrade
a

Manual
Dexterity

Whitman (30)

:

t

oyer's Vent,
Measure.

boys and

:drls. 7 to
: 15 years
a
•

-1

jj
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th* extent of the relationship between the two intelligences,

s»ohanlcal end abstract.

The lowest correlation of the study

eat found between aanual dexterltjr end abstract -bllity.
That this relationship shoal d be the lowest is to be expected
since the correlation between intelligence and anotor

coordination has always been found to be approximately ssro.

2.

Interoorrelatlons of Various Mechanical Toots.

The correlation between the block test and the
puszle box was found to be

.]$U.

Mil

this correlation

indicates that there is a certain decree of relationship

existing between the two teste, it also indicates that this
relationship is not very great.

There are apparently factors

Involved in the pustzle box which are not found In the block

and vice versa.

McTarlane. using the puzzle box and a

painted cube test* found a correlation of .35 between than.
Since it is known that the response called for in the essetsbly

of this block is of the sane nature as that called for in the

vlggly block* further evidence is added to this conclusion.
A correlation of .^5 was found between the pus ale

box and the assembly test.

This correlation nay be considered

as indicating a considerable degree of relationship, giving

evidence that both teste measure, alone: with other factors,
similar truce of aMllty.

The opening of the box requlree

the ability to analyse the cearelieated system of cords,
books* rln/'S, etc. sad to arrive at a definite plan of

procedure for Its opening.
to

It Is evident that this requires

a considerable degree the same type of mental processes

as are required to assemble correctly the seehanloasi

constituting the assembly test.
The correlation .26 found between

ad

t*

pussle

the MaoQe arris teet Indicates that there is not as

beat

teach

in season between these two tests as there is between the

puszle box and either the assembly or block test.

A study

of the Individual tests which make up the NaeQnarrie test

shews that only one of the seven tests gives any evidence

of measuring to any extent sons ef the types of setivity
that are measured by the pusrle.

test

Yet this test, the tnsse

(see sample of IfacQnarrls test on Pago 37). shows a

correlation ef only .29 with the puszle box.

This

correlation sewos to indicate that the only elements which
they have in common and which arc Indicated by the extent
of this correlation are visual perception, the power ef

concentration and the power of sustained attention and

77-

•ffort.

The low correlation of .IB between the nuzzle box
end.

the

Mul

dexterity test shown quite conclttlvely that

dexterity alone contributes but eery little to the total
response Involved In the solution of the pussle.
indicates that ability to

or>en the

It

hex is dependent only to

a very alight decree upon motor coordinations.

The correlation betrees the blocks and the

assembly test of .55 was the highest correlation obtained
between the various meahanicnl tests.

It gives indication

that both tests have much in eoaraon although they differ

greatly in physical appearance.

While O'Connor (22) calls

the bloc* tsat a test of neehanieal analysis, it sseme to
involve ae its most important element the ability to

visualise spatial relatione! that ie. the ability to think
aad work in terms of three dimensions.

It is apparent that

this type of mental process is one of the sost important

elements involved in the assembly test.

It is eel led

for

la the recognition of tie parts of the mechanisms, and for

making ef Judgments as to Vie reasons for their particular
else and shape in order that they may be properly assembled.
13ie

correlation of .37 between the block scores

i

- 7« -

and the scores In the Heciuarrlo test Indicates limited
agreement.

A study of the teeta which makes up the Maciuarrie

test shove that only two of the tests attempt to measure

specifically the saae factor which Is measured by the hi oaks
namely* spatial relationships.

These two tests are the lo-

cation teet and the block test (see sample on pace 37).

The

location test involves relationships in two distensions while
the block teet involves three dimensions.

Since the letter

seemed to present a situation more nearly alike that of the

wl£*$y block teet* the scores of this test and those of the
wisely block were correlated,

their relationship was

found to be indicated by the coefficient of correlation .39.
Apparently there are cannon dements In the assembling of

blocks and the visualising of a pile of blocks represented
on paper in perspective.

However* there is a difference as

to whether the nieces actually exist and are assembled by hand
to form a completed block or whether they ere simply counted

from a paper representation In perspective.

wi«Oy block

Since the

test calls for actual manipulation of the

pieces which make it up while the block counting teet doee
not. it might be assumed that the factor of manipulation

might be reeponelble for thle lack of hlfdwr correlation.

7?

Yet upon the correlation of both block tests with the test
of manual dexterity the correlations were found to be

practically the ease. .36 and .37,

Thie would Indicate

tliat

dexterity, a common factor In each test, exists to the sane

do "Tee and so would not account for the lack of M?her

correlation between the block tests.

The real difference

teems to lie in the medium involved.

»

The correlation of .29 between the assembly and
the Itee^uarrie tests does not show that there It ouch agreement
In

'»}' t

bicY one testes.

Tan afrrae-nent tf"t loos exist Is

no doubt limited to motor coordination* although there are*
no doubt* other more elusive factors Involved to a alight
degree.
The aaeembly and manual dexterity tests show a

correlation of .35*

tM*

correlation Indicates the extent

to which success In assembling the mechanisms of the assembly

test depends upon manual dexterity.

rapidity

and.

It is evident that the

accuracy of movement is but one of the factors

measured by the assembly.
The correlation between the MaoQnarrie and the

manual dexterity test of .53 indicates quite clearly the
importance of motor coordination in this test.

It is Involved
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Table 8

Iiatercorrelations of Test Scores and I.

f

o

is

j

2

i.

•2H

q.

.iU

,3U

•

.2k

Puzzle

.13

.3^

Assembly

.lU

.55

.^5

MacQuarrie

,2U

.37

.26

Whitman

I

.13

Block

5

1

)

M

•39

MacQoarrle

.29

is

.aU

.07

.37

.32

.26

.18

•29

•35

.29

.35

MacQuarrie
Block*

»e

ii

•39

.29

•53

•36

.53

P. -8., when r it

.00

.20

M

.60

.0U7

.0U5

.038

.032
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to such an extent that It algxt easily be the deciding factor
la the success or failure of * performance on this teat,

bile the teat measures other factora

sruch

at spatial

relatione In two end in three dimensions* there le much more
empanels placed upon rapidity and accuracy of movement than

upon any other factor.

Vaccuarrte (27) answers this

criticism by asserting that speed la a very important
contributory factor to success in mechanical vocations and
so

:aur,t

be Included aa one of the factors In a test of

mechanical ability.

The results of this study shows that

there Is. however, too orach emphasis placed upon this

specific element.

- II

OFIAPTEB

WMV-WT

MP)

VII

eqWOMSIflMg

fhil« it has bees found that all of the aachanteal
teets correlate positively, these correlations in most

Instances are not Tory hi eh.

It indicate*, as has been

mentioned before* that while the teste hj«e something in
conmon, they do not tap exactly the save abilltlee.

The

agreement among the tests nay be explained by the presence
of a "general* factor common to all of then, or by the

existence of a number of "specific" factors occurring in
different ooabinntione and to various degrees.
The existence of a "general" factor running through
all tests of e mechanical nature would easily account for

the pesltiveaesa of the correlations obtained.

Since these

tests are mental tests* it might be suggested that the
* general"

factor is one which is coanon to all mental tests,

irrespective of what type of mental process they measure.
Results, horever, furnish evidence that a "general" factor
that might exist in the mechanical tests Is sot exactly the

tame "general" factor that runs through the type of mental
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test known as

6m

teat of *eener«l intelligence.*

indicated by the correlations fo-and between

t.'iem.

This

u

which are

considerably lower than the correlation among the mechanical
teats themselves.

There la sufficient proof from the

positiveness of tbe correlations, however, to Indicate that
mental tests are ell related,

On the ether head, the higher

correlations between the mechanical tests can be uwed to

prove the existence of a number of "specific* factors, not only

occurring In different combinations, but also being involved
to different degreea in them.

teats used strengthens
"special" factors.

ability is a

control

An analytical study of the

this ides of the existence of

It seems to indicate that mechanical

ex of many factors, each being important

for success in a mechanical procedure.

This analysis does

indicate, however, that many of the processes involved in

abstract ability, such as reasoning, analysis, etc.* are
involved in mechanical ability.

The chief reason for the

lack of correlation of the teste of these two abilities is
apparently due to the difference in the mediums which ere
used.

the differences between these tvo abilities

indlcates that a true picture of an individual** sental
state cannot bo obtained solely through the
'general intelligence" now in use.

of testa of

As has boon stated before

those tests are in reality tests of scholastic ability, and at
such fall to oall upon typos of mental jrocesses which should

They *if« at the best but an Incomplete

be investigated.

picture of a person* a mental make-up.

be construed

frost

However* it must not

this statement that the factors Involved

in scholastic ability are not of great Importance but that
there are other factors such as mechanical ability which are

of equally great Importance.

These should be tested along

with those constituting scholastic ability.
Since it has been found that the tests used in

tills

study in measuring Mechanical ability do not Measure exactly
the sans thing,

a battery of tests should be given rather

than a single tout.

From the results obtained from the

battery* a composite scots could be developed which, with

the score of the scholastic ability test, would furnish

valuable data for use in vocational counseling.
Tils ie well shown by the analysis which has been

ale

of the distribution of esses for each test.

Dividing

the scatter diagram Into four quadrants by neons of the

-
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averarss of the two eats of scores, tht percentages of cateo

falling In each quadrant was determined.

This divided the

total number of eases late four groups, those who rank- above
the average both in "general intelligence" and tee

mechanical test scores* those above the average in Veneral
intelligence

11

and above the average in the test aoores, and

those below the average in both
test scores.

"general intelligence* and

The overage percentage of cases for the five

tests was then determined la each quadrant.

Tfcess

averages

together with the separate percentages for each test are shown
in Table 9.

An inspection of these results in this table

shows that of the total number of cases those in Group C, or
30£« are above the average in both "general intelligence*

mechanical ability.

seal

Those in Group E or 18$ are above the

average in "general intelligence" but are below the average
in mechanical ability.

It is evident. then.Shat a boy who

Is above the average in "general intelligence" ie more apt
to be above the average in mechanical ability than

a boy

who la below the average in "general intelligence".
These In Group

A.

or 2&i» are above the average in

mechanical ability but are below the average in "general
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Table 9

Awlrelt of Total Dlttrlbntlon

Low X. %.
Hlffa Test Score

iiifh x. q,

Hlrh "est Score

Blocks

29*

Block*

3M

Aneembly

if

Aseesubly

26#

2f#

Pustle

35^

Macqnarrle

22*

MaeQusrrie

zhi

dexterity

28<

Dexterity

30*

Average

26£

Average

3036

Blocks

21lf

Blocks

l6£

Assembly

2t#

Assembly

19'

Puszle ..........

2ty!

Pussle

1#

!'ac3»*rrle

2tyf

2^

Dexterity

184

2fi<>

Average

18<

\LZ7la

'

;ic

Carrie

'axterlty

Average

Lov X • Q>
Lo* T*Ht Score

Hlf* I. £.
Low Test Score

intelligence."

These boys would probably not succeed as

sell In clerical vocations, for example, as they would In

vocations of a meehanicsl nature.

However, In these

vocations their progress would be somewhat United, since
abstract ability is necessary to a certain degree in the

higher types of mechanical vocations.
Those individuals that make us Group B, or 26£»

are below the average in both abstract and mechanical
intelligence.

This is the group which will probably fill

the racks of unskilled and possibly semi-skilled workers,
the routine machine tenders or rowrh machine operators,

delivery men. truckmen* etc.* individuals who* by the laws
of chance operating through heredity, are not eoulpoed

mentally as the other 75^ and who will undoubtedly
constitute a gre-.t sociological problem in their proper
adjustment in society.
It is interesting to note that the current

practice of many school systems is to send to the vocational

or trade schools, manual training departments, etc.. only
those boys who are unable to do academic school work.

Thie is done on the basis that they will be more fitted

88

for this type of work.

The recta to of this study shows,

however, that only one-half of then would achieve any degree

of success In this type of school.
The hoys In Group

I)

who possess both "general

intelligence" and mechanical ability above that of the

average are many times directed into vocations on the basis

of their mechanic el and abstract abilities alone.

It is

evident tint because of their mechanical and abstract

abilities they should do well in such vocations as
engineering, surgery, dentistry, etc., callings into which

they might not be directed on the. basis of abstract

ability alone.
This distribution of the scores in ths various

mechanical tests cannot help but give further evidence as
to the unsoundness of giving vocational advice on the

basis of the test of "general intelligence" alone.
serves to emphasise further the fact that mechanical

ability is largely independent of abstract ability.

It
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APPHEDIX

i*

Administration

k

Af^ff^hr T«»t.

The box is placed in front of the boy to

cover serves as a tray la which to work.
is In the tray.

tliat

the

The screwdriver

The following instructions are then

given*
"In this box are ten common mechanical things

that have been taken apart.

You are to take the parts and

put thea together as they ought to be.

That is. you are

to put than together so that each will work perfectly.

Do not break: the parts* for ore ry thing goes together
easily if you do it in the right way.

?5ven

though yon

may not be able to complete some of these things* put as

any

of the parts together as you can.

to aake up each thing are togetoer.*

The parts that ge

Then Indicating to the

parts in compartment A* "all these parts go to make up one
thing."

Then pointing to eoapsrtaent B. "all these asks up

another, and so on.

then C* and so on.

Begin with Model A. thea take model 1»
The numbers under the letters indicate

the number of parts each thing has* be sure to get thea all

out.

If yon come to one you cannot do in about three
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mlnutes, go on to the next.

The per ton who gets the stoat

things right gets the highest score.

Have yau any questions 7 *

When everything is perfectly clear say, "Start now. After thirty minutes have elapsed, step the work

and score the test.
In the scoring of the test the special score ehoot

prepared for these tests «as need.

A value of ten is

assigned to each model assembled correctly.

?or varying

decrees of perfection* partial scores from one to nine are
assigned, according to the score sheet.

By adding the

various partial score values to the scores of the perfect
models* the total raw score will range from
A

to 100.

time bonus of one- half point per minute is given for each

minute lees than the standard thirty minutes.

This nay

cause a score to occasionally go above 100.

2.

Administrati on of Bloc* Test.

Place the nine blocks* assembled* before the
examinee with one end toward hia and say* "TTIS IS MADS
fill? BLOSKS.

LIKE TH13."

US*

07

Take one of the top corner blocks

in the hand* showing it to the examinee and say* "I WILL MIX
TFHBI UP,

AND OST TOD TO PUT TBfH TOOTTHRR AGAIH."

Heplace

.
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Name

Age

.

.

(Nearest Birthday)

Orade

School-

STENQUIST ASSEMBLING TEST
STANDARD SCORE SHEET
FINAL
"*" SCORE:

Series

NOTE:

ir,^i„irf„oi
individual

Do not

nave finished the

Raw

II

plaoe this record Inside box
Fold LENGTHWISE.

fall to
test.

when you

Raw

Score

"T"

Score

Two

Model A. Pistol.
Bides properly joined with screw =
1;

—

Spring In proper position

=+

in place

—

+3.

Spring

In place

Model C.

In

versed

=

place

=

+2;

Model D.
and sides O.

=

Pin

+3.

in place

:

+ 3.

Rope Coupling.

Castings property joined with screws
place — 4-5.

Rings

In place

Elbow Catch.

Model B.
Catch

Hammer

7.

=

4-1;

Center stud properly

Expansion Nut.
= +4; Nut reversed

or

1C.

bolt

in

re-

—6.

Model E. Sash Fastener.
Top and Bottom in place, with screw In place, nut down = -f 3; Same,
with nut up = +2. 1 spring in place = +4; Both springs in place = +5.
Model F. Expansion Rubber Stopper.
Rubber properly on cone = +6. Bolt upside down = 4; nut wrong =

—

—5.

Model G.

calipers.

Spring in place on both arms with adjusting screw
-1-6: Pivot in place = +2.
Sleeve In place = +1.
Spring

in

in place of

Model H. Paper Clip.
= +2; Pin inserted properly

place on jaws

=

eye

+6; Pin

in-

serted improperly =r +1.

For each pin

in

I.

Model

J.

=

Lock No. 2.
=
Both

Bolt In place
+1.
+1. Lug In place
In place
+1.
+6; Cover in place

=

TIME BONUS
TOTAL
RAW SCORE

No. 44072

—Stenqulst

in

place

=

+4: Spring

=

NOTE TO SCORER:

20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
88
40
42
44
46
48
50
62
54

66
58
60
62
64
66
6S

Double Acting Hinge.
proper place - +1.

Model

to
2 to
4 to
6 to
8 to
10 to
12 to
14 to
16 to
18 to

Score

—

all

perfectly

assembled models 10. " " means deduct
from 10. "4." means "add to zero."

70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92

C. H. Stoettlng Co.. Chicago.

Score r.heat for Atstaely Tost

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

to
to

111.,

Score
27

1

8

29

5

82
35
37
39
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
51
52
64
56
65
56
67
68
58
69
60
61
61
62
63
64
So
66
67
68
70
70
71
72
74
74
77

7
9

11
18
15
17
19
21

23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49
61

63
55
67
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
76
77
79
81
83
85
87
89
91
93

U.

.

78
78
80
82

S.

A.
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top corner block in original position, and proceed as follows:
"NCriCS CAREFULLY HOf IT IS MADE.

THREE FILES. WITH THREE BLOCKS IN

IT IS CUT THROUGH INTO

MH PILE."

While Saying

this separate the blocks into three vertical piles, three

blocks in each.

In giving description gesture freely so

that a person may understand from the motions, if he has

difficulty in following the language.

Hove the band down

as if cutting the formation twice through into three piles.

Touch each pile when it is mentioned and also the separate
blocks.

Next push the three piles together again, making the

block once more as originally assembled.

"IT IS ALSO CUT

THROUC-H INTO THREE LAYERS WITT THREE BLOCKS IN EACH LAYER.*

While saying this, remove the top two layers of three each,
and place them on the table beside the bottom layer, a few
inches from it.

Then lift the top layer of three from the

middle layer, and place it so that the three layers are
arranged before the examinee in this order, bottom, middle,
and top.

These blocks should be moved so that the movement

in disassembling will be from the examinee's left to his
right.

Separate the three blocks In the lower layer

93

keeping

thesi

parallel, leave them a moment and then nuah then

In the same way separate the three blocks,

together again.

for a assent. In the middle layer* and then In the top layer.

REMKWBfR WAT IT

IS TIStll (touch bottom block) BLOCKS

(touch middle block) HIGH (touch top block) AKD TERSE (touch

left top block) BIOCKS (touch middle top block) wide (touch
ri^it top block).

"IW

I

ulU

MIX

T^W

UP.»

Bo not harry

the explanation! allow plenty of time for each etep of the

description to be followed and understood.

Take the

assembled block apart with the examinee lookinr on.

better than asking: him to look

stray,

'

his is

fake up each block by

one end i do oot hold by the middle* as this makes the turning
end for end too obvious.

Ml

blocks not turned end for end

should be gi ven at lsast a quarter turn on its own axis,

lake the motions rather clowlyi rapid ones disturb the
examinee with the idea that yon are trying to confuse him.
Turn the tm> upper corner blocks end for end, and put them

on the table.

Place the middle block from the top, and the

two side blocks from

t)se

middle layer with the first two

without turning end for end.

In the same way* the center

block In the middle layer turn end for end and place in the

pile.-. The middle block In the bottom layer put In the pile

without turning end for end.

The sleek* to be turned are

•rarked with crosses (X) on the accompanying cross-section

X

X

X

X

X
Pig. 20

Cro*e»eeetion of Tlock Sliming "hose
to be Turned

"Snd

for fnd.

Nov mix the blocks thoroughly bet slowly, so that
the examinee cannot follow individual ones, but take eare

not to tarn any end for end.

Then spread out once more.

Seeh block except of course the center one, should hare a
flat edge resting on the table top.

flat fsces toward each ether.

So blocks should have

When the examinee starts

reassembling* the blocks should be arranged in * neat row,

parallel to one another, an inch or so apart, and with one
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eni of each block toward the enmlnee.

™hiy should not 1m

piled on top of ant another or loft la an lrrogulsr order.
Leave a fro* space of aprroxlmatsly a foot between the
examinee and ta» blocks for the assembling operation.
Arrange the test to Indicate ae nearly as possible mechanical

ingenuity and to be affected as little as possible by the

dexterity of the examinee, or any other complicating
characteristic.

Filing the blocks in a heterogeneous pile

immediately before the examinee, without Is axing working
room* requires more dexterity in reassembling than arranging

the blocks neatly* providing frea space for assembling.

Giro no help of any kind (other than encouragement if necessary) during reassembling.

?lme in minutes and hundredths

of a minute the reassembling.

Tell the examinee whether he

has been fast or slow, using Judgment in doing so* not to
discourage hla unduly if he h&s done poorly.

Hexing

answered any questions which Use examinee has to ask*
proceed as follows:

WE

TAJD8

TBI 1VHRMH Of TURK? TRIALS

SXMFLT BW3A0SI XT IS A LXTfLR fAIHUR THAN GITIW5 OILY

TRT If

iffl

II JUST THE

smt

"AT."

Mix the blocks ae before

with no more explanation than the above.
time with the words.

TRT IT CSC* MORI.

rt

00.

Repeat a third
THIS IS TfS LAST

*Wt.«

is,

-
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In scoring, the time of each trial is recorded in

minutes and hundredths of minutes in a tabulation as
indicated below and the final score computed.

Time of 1st trial

x 1.

p

Time of 2nd trial

x l.U

«=

Time of 3rd trial

x l.J

*

Pinal Score

____________
e

3

:
*-

Average time of 3 trials

As was stated before, the examinee is allowed to

assemble the blocks three times so as to eliminate the

chance element.

However, as a result of learning, the

time of the second trial should be better than that of the
first, while the time of the third trial better than the
second.

To compensate for this, O'Connor has developed

the factors l.U and 1.7 from the results of the improvements

made in the second and third trials by several hundred persons.

3.

Administration of Puzzle Box .
The puzzle box and a buttonhook are given to the
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examinee.

He le then given the following directions.

rt

Tou

•ee that this box opens by lifting up the lid.

The glass 1»

put In 00 that you oan see the way to open it.

Ton can rort

through the holes and use this buttonhook (handing

buttonhook).

Study the boxi if you do the right things in

the right order, it can be readily opened.

strings or the glass.

TV>

not break the

Open it as quickly as you can."

The

time that it takes to open the box is the score and it is

expressed in seconds,

realy has sot a time limit for fire

aainutes for its opening.

Administration of Manual Dexterity Test
Test

front of the pernor)
below.

The material for test 1 Is placed in
heirs/?

tested ae shown in Fig. 21

Ho is then given the following directions:

Pins

BUsstBM
rig.

a

Arrangement of Block and Tray for Test 1. 2, and 3*
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"I

haw a

number of things for you to do with
your hands.

Bo them a* ouickly as you

cm.

to ask you to do 1* to «oe how

fhe first thing

may

left— the preferred

on

oiag

ff

hoi a a yoa can fill with

those pins before yoa are told to atop.

(or

I

is esrential).

Fee your

rl^t hand

Hemeaber you are to

use only your right (left) hand and pick up only
one pin at

a

time, filling one row of holes after another.*

point demonstrate with three or four pins.
ia your hand and he ready to start.

At this

*Now tare a pin

Ready—«o.«

After one

minute* "Stop.*

The score of the test is one- third the number of

holes filled to the nearest Integer.

£««<i 3b

Ia tbls test the sane pegsoard is used and

the directions £lwen are alike except that the other hand
ie

used.

The time is one minute while the score is asrdn

one-third of the holes filled.

Test

place of

*»A*.

For this test pegboard *S« ie used In

The instructions are given aa follows; "This

tts you are to use both of your hands and put three of these

pins In each hole, like this."

The examiner then fills the
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* r

flrat fit© holes.

ou can do It nay way you with ar loss
Have three pins la your

as you uaa both of your hands.

beads for the first hole aad do It say way you si ah*

Beady— got"

Then after tee miautes have elapsed, "^eady—

Stop!*
The score of this test Is the nucha r of holes

correctly filled.

Test

For this test the large pegboard "C" is

** .

placed la froot of the person being tested as Indicated in
Pig. 22.

9he following directions ere then driven: "Tfith

your right (or left) head
at a time.

You will mit a

you ere to pick up one peg

strain
red.

peg ia the first hole, ship *

Pegs

Pegs

Left\m$iti

Ri«hthended
'

.

<

Fig. 22
tarrangeraent

of Pegboard aad Tray for Test b.

100

hole cad nut la an orange pap, skip a hole sad pot la a
yellow per* than a green pa* aad then a purple peg,
remembering to skip a hole between each color."

The

examiner then demonstrates by filling two horizontal rows.

Then saying,

*15o

eaeh row In the name order, red, orange,

yellow, green and purple.

See how sway rows you. can fill

in the way these two are filled before

The two row* of peg* filled by examiner
tray.

"Tlew,

tell you to stop."

1

tire

hare a red peg in your hand.

roplased in

Heady—got*

J*fter one minute, 'Stop!"

The score is the number of hole* correctly filled.

Occasionally a person with color blindness has difficulty
in discriminating between certain colors.

In such instances

tie color aeries is changed, these colors causing trouble

being outlined.

Test 5 .

The tray Is placed in front of the person

being tested as shown in Pig. 23.

The examiner sees that

all tie bolts aad nuts are threaded so that the top of the

bolt shows about even with the top of the nut.
The directions glwaa are as follows: "Tou ore to
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Assembled

Fata and Bolt*

Bight-handed

Left-handed

Tig. 23

Arrangement of Tray and Bolts for Tests
5 and 6.

take as many of these nuts and holts apart as
you can in the
time I giTe you.

Hold the holt in your right hand (or left)

and the nut in your left (or right).

Keeping the nut

stationary, thread the holt out of the nut.

Demonstrate.

Like this."

"Then drop the holt in this compartment and

the nut in that one."

This procedure is demonstrated and

the person being examined is asked to try it.

?.aen the
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instructions ••em el ear, the examiner continues* saying,

'Have on* in

yw hands ready

only the bolt.

!!eady—£•©!*

to start and reraon ar to tarn
1

Iftor thirty seconds say*

"Stop!"

The score is twloo tho number disassembled.

Test 6 .

Tho troy io arranged «• in tho previous

tost but with the bolts and nuts in separate compartment*.

Tho examiner then elves the following directions:
are to put together as many as you can.

"flow jrou

Take a bolt up In

year ripht (or left) hand and a nut in your loft (or ri^ht).
Holding the nut stationary* thread the bolt into the not
until tho end of the bolt comes about even with the top of
the nut i than drop tho assembled bolt la this compartment*"

Then say*

"How try one."

*hou it is clear that tho

examined understands tho procedure, say.

*T?ow

as you can toeother until 1 tell you to stop."

put as many

"Soady—^ot"

After 30 seconds, "Stop!"

Tho score is twice the number of bolts correctly
assembled in the time piren.
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tray is arranged in front
of the

person beiiyr tested as shown la
n*. aU.

Pegs

*ight-handed

Left-headed

l$Kaminsa

|

Arrangement of Tray sad Pegs for Test
7.

She following directions are then given.

«This

tine yon are to sort as many pecs as you
ean in these comonrtaeuts.

In the first compartment put a red.
peg, in the second

coirxtrtsHrat a

yellow pap, in the third a preen pep, and in

the last one a purple peg (illustrated by
sorting the colors
out twice).

Always do it in the same order, first, red.
then

yellow, green and purple, and remember to use only
your

(or left) hand and

tales

only one at a time.

in your hand rendy to start.
*Stop!«

Heady—go! •

rl^fct

Hare a red one
After thirty seconds.

— 10U —

The score la the number of pe^a sorted according to

directions.

In this teat aa la teat U If the person betas

tested ehowe evidence of color blindness* the color series
la changed and the troublesome color eliminated from the
tray.

The scores of each of the seven testa are added to

obtain the final score.

f.

Admtalntratlon of M&c^arrle's Test.
The standardised directions for the administration

and scoriae of this teat are outlined in the attached
»

booklet.
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MaoQ&arrle Test for UttehaxAe&l Ability

the proper time comes which is something
more than the usual off-hand guess. One dental college
is already using the test to get an estimate of the apti-

advice

tude

when

of

dentistry.

candidates for training in manipulating
Dental, training costs the student about ten

their

thousand dollars, and the man who has little mechanical
ability cannot possibly be a success.
A boy or girl should make a high score in mechanical
ability before being approved by the counselor for a
mechanical trade. Our estimates are bound to be rough,
and we shall be more nearly right if we accept high scores
only. A subject with an average score might be approved
for a mechanical trade under specially favorable conditions, but it is very doubtful if a school is warranted in
attempting to train anyone who makes a low score. In
general it will be- found that those who make low scores
are not very much interested in mechanical trades, and

respond readily to suggestions for other vocations.
Norms have been worked out for ages from ten to
twenty. There is a wide range of scores for every age,
and a great deal of overlapping. There is little increase
from age to age, but it is rather steady.
About a
thousand cases, mostly school and college students were
used to compute the norms. Later additions will change
them somewhat, but not to any great extent.
For each age the mean is given, and also norms a
standard deviation below and above the mean. A score
which is near the highest norm for the age might well
be considered high, one near the mean is average, and one
near the lowest norm is certainly low. In the table given
below, a few cases above the range were included with
the twenties, and a few cases below were included with
the tens.

AGE NORMS
Age

Low

10
11
12
13
14

18
28
33
37

15

•

16
17
18
19
20

40
43
45
47
49
51
52

In interpreting the above norms it might be said that
the subject who gets a score that is high would be about
number sixteen from the top in a hundred unselected
cases of that age arranged in the order of their mechanical ability.
A law score would indicate that he would

Average
26
37
44
49
53
57
60
63
65
67
68

High
34
46
55
61
66
71
75
79
81
83
84

be about number sixteen from the bottom, and an
average score would be in the middle.
A full description of this test will be found in the
January, 1927, number of The Journal of Personnel
Research.

!

The usual rules for group test procedure, standard
directions and standard conditions, apply in this case.
Ordinary

school

lead

pencils,

of

medium hardness

(No. 2) should be supplied. They should be sharpened on
a pencil sharpener at both ends each time before using.

(After the first sharpening they can be kept in proper
Other pencils should not be
condition very easily.)
permitted.

A

(Allow about two minutes.)
This is a test .to see what you can do with your hands
and eyes. Use the pencils provided, as they are all the
same. If a lead breaks, use the other end of your pencil,
and go right on. You will have opportunity for practice
before each test. Do your work as well as you can and
as fast as you can. The signal will be READY, GO and
READY, STOP! Be sure to start and stop instantly.
Turn to Page 2. Fold your booklets back flat each
!

stop watch

is

desirable.

The time can be taken from

an ordinary watch which has a second hand, but a stop
watch is easier to use, and more satisfactory.
Commands for starting and stopping should be given
sharply and so all can hear. Where necessary, comments
may be made at the end of practice tests for the benefit
of those who start before the signal, or who do not stop
promptly.

time, like this.

(Examiner

illustrates.)

PAGE TWO
the practice test for TRACING.
Notice the little black triangle under the

This

You

is

are to begin at the

little

triangle

word START.
and draw a curved

through the small openings in the vertical lines
without .touching them. Draw first to the right and then
back to the left in one continuous line. (Examiner should
illustrate by holding up a test form, and showing how to
do it.)
line

The examiner should pass quickly from each record

test

to the following practice test in order to interfere with

attempts to add records after time is called. It is desirable,
however, to take sufficient time on a practice test to be
sure instructions are fully understood before going on to
the record test.
Where large groups are being tested it is advisable to
have one or more trained assistants in the room in order
to assure standard procedure.

GIVING THE TEST
(As soon as booklets and pencils are distributed.)
Fill in

booklets.

the blanks on the cover, but do not open the

READY. Put pencils on the little triangles, GO
(THIRTY SECONDS.)
READY, STOP. (Allow about two seconds between
READY and STOP on all tests.)
Now look at your work to see if you have made any
You

should be able to see clear space at every
opening between your pencil line and the printed line.
Turn the booklet over to Page 3.

mistakes.

!

!

This is the real
the same.

PAGE THREE
TRACING test.

PAGE FIVE
The instructions are

This is the real test for
are the same.

(FIFTY SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!
to

Page

Turn

4.

(The examiner should see that the booklets are folded
back each time a page is turned.)

is

the practice test for

TAPPING.

Here you are
just as fast as you

Start at the left of each line and work to the right,
Count to yourself as you tap, and
as you do in writing.
can.

fast, 1, 2, 3

—

Try

1, 2, 3, etc.

to

make

just three

Speed is of
You do not need to

dots each time, but do not stop to correct.

more importance than accuracy.
strike

hard nor raise your pencils high.

and stop

Be sure

to start

instantly.

This

made

after the

STOP

on.)

Turn

to

Page

5.

you

as

moment

for relaxation before going

SIX

the practice page for the

can.

DOTTING

test.

to put one dot in each circle, as fast

Follow the

string.

Dots must be clearly

within the circles, and only one dot will be counted for

any

circle.

Little dashes will not do.

READY, GO!
(FIFTEEN SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!
Now see if you have made any

This
signal.

(Do not permit further practice in tapping, as an
element of fatigue will enter and spoil the test. In fact
best to allow a

is

circumference.

Cross out any dots you

is

6.

be just one dot in each

READY, GO!
(TEN SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!

it

Page

Here you are

to put three pencil dots in each circle

very

to

PAGE

PAGE FOUR
This

instructions

READY, GO
(THIRTY SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!

READY, GO

Turn

TAPPING. The

is

circle,

the real

PAGE SEVEN
DOTTING test.
you can.

READY, GO!
(THIRTY SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!
to

Page

it

There should

should not touch the

(Be somewhat deliberate here.)

circle just as fast as

Turn

and

mistakes.

8.

Put one dot

in

each

PAGE EIGHT
In this test you are to copy each of the figures in the

show you
a dot for every corner. Your

dotted space to the right of

where to begin.

There

is

it.

The

little circles

lines do not have to be straight, but they should begin

and end on

Correct,

dots.

if

you wish, but do not waste

time erasing.
illustrate,

and may have

to assist

individuals with further explanations.)

READY, STOP!
Check your work to see

and the

five

dots

in

the letters in the

each of the small

squares below. For each dot in a small square, there
letter in the

same place

in the large square.

each* dot the letter that stands in

square

its

For instance, the upper dot
in the position

is

a

Put right on

place in the large
in the

of the letter

K

is

K

on that

first

small

in the

large

dot.

READY, GO!
(THIRTY SECONDS.)
READY, STOP!

(TWENTY SECONDS.)
if

you have copied the figures
In the small square at the left you should have V. K,

correctly.

(Some additional explanations may be necessary, but
the examiner must guard against wasting time with the
few who do not really understand.)
Turn to Page 9.

in

square,

square, so you will put a letter

READY, GO!

is

large

the

is

square.

(The examiner should

This

This

PAGE TEN
LOCATION test. Notice

the real

each row.

PAGE NINE
COPYING test. Work

(This

is

not

vital,

%

READY, GO!

(TWO AND ONE-HALF MINUTES.)

C, O,

M.

(Take a

little

time here for consideration of errors.)

Turn

Page

11.

to

PAGE ELEVEN

across the page

but helps somewhat

scoring.)

In the one at the right you should have E, U,

N, E, K.

in

This

is

the real

READY, GO!

(TWO MINUTES.)

READY, STOP!

READY, STOP!

Turn

Turn

to

Page

10.

LOCATION

to

Page

12.

test.

PAGE TWELVE
Here

a pile of blocks,

is

On

five of the blocks,

out

how many

you

all

Remember

the same size and shape.

will see X's.

You

are to find

blocks touch each block that has an

X

on

and then mark the number right on the X. For
example, the top block touches two other blocks, so a
it,

two

will

be put on that X. Put

it

there now, and you

may

have twenty seconds in which to number the other X's.

put

the

number

at the beginning of the line, and

one of the small squares at the end. Do not be
disturbed if two lines end in the same place, but just
it

in

use both squares for your answers.
pencils to follow the lines

if

You

if

will

work much

faster

you can possibly help it.
you depend entirely upon

your eyes.

READY, GO!

READY, GO!
(TWENTY SECONDS.)

READ 1 STOP!

READY, STOP!

Your answers should read from

You

should have

2,

4,

4,

(FIFTY SECONDS.)
,

7,

4.

and 8 together,

(Allow a moment for consideration.)

Turn

Page

to

13.

is

the record test for

READY, STOP!
Page

little

is

the

may

9, 6.

be necessary

in indi-

to

Page

15.

PAGE FIFTEEN
This

is

Do not
help

PURSUIT

the real

PURSUIT

test.

follow the lines with your pencils

if

you can

it.

READY, GO!

test.

Notice the numbers in the

where the curving lines begin.
by eye from the square where it begins

squares at the

Follow each line

blank,

14.

PAGE FOURTEEN
This

instructions

BLOCKS.

(TWO AND ONE-HALF MINUTES.)
to

(Some further
Turn

READY, GO!

Turn

4, 2, 7, 5, 1,

top to bottom: 10, 3

vidual cases.)

PAGE THIRTEEN
This

Do not use your

at the left to the

(TWO AND ON-HALF MINUTES.)
READY, STOP!

left,

square where

it

ends at the right.

Close the booklets.

(Booklets and pencils should be collected promptly.)

SCORING THE TEST
Scoring for this test

is

very easy, and highly objective.

good practice to score at one time, the same page
right through all of the pamphlets. When all of the forms
have been checked, the results should be recorded in the

It

is

blank spaces on the cover, and the final score determined.

TRACING, PAGE THREE
This test has been placed
the pencils are then in

Score

is

the

number

first

in the battery

because

good condition.
of openings through which the

pencil line passes without touching.

If to the scorer the

seems to touch as it passes through an opening, the
attempt is counted an error. There is a total possible
score of eighty, twenty openings in each row. One good
method of scoring checks all the errors first, and then
subtracts from the total attempted. If more than one
attempt is made at an opening, credit is given for only
one correct. Touching the printed line at a point other
than an opening does not count an error. Short breaks
in the pencil line are not noted, but if the total response
is merely a series of dashes at the openings, no credit
is given.
Occasionally all of the tracing is done to the
right.
Full credit should be given in this case for open-

line

ings properly passed.

approximately the number of circles attempted. Since
test

is

an attempt to measure

motility, all dots are counted

they are not wholly within the circles, or even if
some of them are entirely without the circles. The
directions are merely for the purpose of spreading the
Occasionally more or less
dots so they can be counted.
than three dots will be made in a circle, but usually they
The scorer should glance over
will contain just three.
the page to see if most of the circles have the required
three dots, and if that number appears to be in the great
majority, the score is simply the number of circles
attempted. If there is much variation the dots may be
counted and divided by three, using the nearest whole

even

if

number

for the score.

DOTTING, PAGE SEVEN
The score

in this test

is

one-third of the

number

of

not a test of motility, but
rather of aiming, and no dot is counted unless it is clearly
within the circle, and does not touch the circumference.
It
If in doubt whether it touches or not, mark it wrong.
correct responses.

This

is

and then subtract their
number from the number attempted. Only one dot can
be counted for any circle. Divide the total by three to
get the score, using the nearest whole number.
is

best to check the errors

first,

COPYING, PAGE NINE

TAPPING, PAGE FIVE
In such a test as this slight approximations may be
made. The score is one-third of the number of dots,

this

Score

is

the

number of

correct lines on the page.

To

be correct, a line must have proper length and direction.

not penalized by previous incorrect lines, however.
That is, it does not have to be in correct position with
reference to the starting circle, but it should have proper
length and direction and be intended evidently for a
certain line in the figure. Lines should begin and end on
dots, but slight discrepencies in this respect should be
,

strip

cardboard, cutting the latter to

and the answers

may

be in proper order for the X's to

will

PURSUIT, PAGE FIFTEEN

total.

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

Score is the number of dots correctly lettered. Beginning at the upper left, and following the string of small
squares around to the upper right the answers are as
follows, reading from the top down in each small square.
F J C F,
C G R V E,

DHPAH,
AHWYG, BUDLH,

left: 9, 4, 5, 1, 10, 8, 6
left:

right:

right:

—
&
—

9,

3

,

EMTWJ.

These letter answers may be written beside the proper
squares on a used form, and then the squares may be cut
out making a stencil that wiU aid much in scoring. Scores
for each square may be marked right on the square and

5

6

3 2

5

6
4

7
7

5

4
4

3
5

—

3, 6, 5, 10, 8, 2

,

1, 5, 9.

&

9, 4, 7.

Record the form scores on the front cover of the
booklet. The total score is the sum of the form scores
divided by three, using the nearest whole number.

The

of blocks correctly marked.

10, 8, 7, 1, 4, 5, 2, 6.

7, 8, 10, 2, 4, 6,
1,

2, 3.

TOTAL SCORE

BLOCKS, PAGE THIRTEEN
number

&

3

7,—,

later.

totaled later.

the

,

&

The

Cut out a rectangle of cardboard or heavy paper three
inches by four and a quarter. This card will fit in between
the answer columns. Record the answers given above at
the proper places, and scoring will be made easier.
Answers may be recorded for each section and totaled

LPNBK,

KSZCM,

"

Score is number ot squares correctly numbered.
answers are as follows:

LOCATION, PAGE ELEVEN

is

strip

which they apply.

Scorer should take a general view of each figure, and
Where some errors
if it is a correct copy, count 4 for it.
have been made, all correct lines should be counted and

Score

Then the

fit.

be placed between the upper and lower rows of blocks,

disregarded.

added to the

below indicates the answers. Cut out the
very close to the figures and paste it on a piece of

strip printed

It is

5

3

5

4 6

4

6

5

4

4

5

5

3

8

4
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